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   » ✔ Transfer equity capital from strong to weak sibling?
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❖ Decline in lending growth at both weak and strong subs
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![Graph showing loan growth percentage over time for different types of subsidiaries. The graph indicates that high-cap subsidiaries without low-cap siblings have different patterns of loan growth compared to those with low-cap siblings.]
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❖ To eliminate the exploitation of the deposit insurance scheme, what if regulators strengthen the enforcement of capital requirements at a weak subsidiary?
  • I find:
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  » This reluctance to issue results in a spillover effect on the strong sibling’s lending via internal capital markets

❖ G-SIFI application: International policy coordination important
Unilateral policy actions to protect the national deposit insurance fund can transmit negative spillover effects to the credit growth of siblings in foreign jurisdictions.
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Internal Capital Transfer Definition

Internal Injection Flow − Internal Dividend Flow
Sub Assets